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Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce a revised induction functor to study the Hopf modules and the 
invariant modules for a Hopf comodule algebra. The simple Hopf modules and the stable Clifford 
theory are discussed. 
0. Introduction 
Throughout, H is an arbitrary Hopf algebra with a bijective antipode S over a field 
k. The object we will study is a k-algebra extension A/B that is an H-extension with 
a total integral. In Section 1 we recall the definitions and review some basic facts 
about comodule algebras and Hopf modules. Our aim in Section 2 is to establish an 
equivalence between Mod-B and a quotient category of MT(cf. Theorem 2.4). This 
may be used to obtain a characterization of Hopf Galois extensions, e.g., A/B is H- 
Galois if and only if A is a generator in M,“. In Section 3 we introduce a modified 
induction fimctor - 6~ A which together with the invariant functor (-)s determines an 
equivalence between Mod-B and a full subcategory of My (cf. Theorem 3.10). 
In Section 4 we discuss the relation between simple B-modules and simple Hopf 
modules and again we establish an equivalence between the corresponding categories. 
Finally, in Section 5 we are able to extend Dade’s stable Clifford theory for group 
graded rings [5] to the case of H-comodule algebras. 
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1. Preliminaries 
H is a Hopf algebra, over a fixed field k, with comultiplication A, counit E and 
antipode S. We refer to [ 131 for full detail on Hopf algebras, and in particular we use 
the sigma notation: Ah = C h(t) @ h(z), for h E H. 
Definition 1.1. An algebra A is called a right H-comodule algebra if A is a right 
H-comodule with comodule structure p being an algebra map. 
An algebra extention A/B is called an H-extension if A is a right H-comodule algebra 
and B is its invariant subalgebra A coH = {b E A ) p(b) = b@ 1). Denote by G(H) the 
group of all group-like elements in H, i.e., g E H, A(g) = g @ g. For an H-comodule 
algebra A, we consider Y(A) = {a E Alp(a) E A ~3 G(H)}, to be a graded subalgebra 
of type G(H), and it is called the semi-invariant subalgebra of A. 
By an H-Galois extension A/B, we mean an H-extension A/B with the bijective map 
/?:A@QA-A@H, P(a @ b) = Cab(o) @ b(l). 
If the antipode S is bijective, another canonical map, 
,#:Ai&A --,A@H, /?‘(a @ b) = x a(o)b @ a(l) 
is also bijective. Recall that a right A-module M is a Hopf module if M is also a right 
H-comodule satisfying the compatibility condition: pM(ma) = C rn~~)a(o) @ rn{l )a(~ ). 
Denote by Mf the Hopf module category, and write My (A4,N) for the set of all 
Hopf morphism5 from M to N, which are both right A-homomorphisms and right H- 
comodule morphisms. To a Hopf module M, we associate a B-module Ma = {m E 
Mlp(m)=m@l} h h’ w ic is called the invariant module of M. It is not hard to see 
that MO 21 MT(A, M). We call the functor (-)a (or MT(A, -)) the invariant functor 
from My to Mod-B. For an H-comodule algebra A, a total integral rp : H - A is 
an H-comodule map with cp( 1) = 1. 
Example 1.2. Let H = kG, G a group, and R a graded algebra of type G. In each 
homogeneous component R,, take an element X, f R, and x1 = 1. Define cp : H + R 
given by 0 +-+ xb, then cp is a total integral. 
Note that a total integral generalizes the notion of an integral for a finite dimensional 
cosemisimple Hopf algebra [6] as well as the notion of a trace-l element for an H- 
module algebra [3]. In the sequel, we always assume that H has a bijective antipode 
S. The property of having a total integral has the following nice characterizations 
[6, 11, 141: 
Proposition 1.3. The following are equivalent for an H-extension A/B: 
(a) There is a total integral CJI : H - A; 
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(b) A is a relative injective comodule; 
(c) The canonical structure map p : A + A ~3 H splits in My; 
(d) A is cojIat as an H-comodule; 
(e) The invariant functor (-)o is exact; 
(f) A is a projective object in M;. 
Lemma 1.4 ((cf. [6, lo]). Let A/B be an H-extension with a total integral. Then for 
any B-module N, the canonical map N - (N @B A)o, n H n@ 1, is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 1.5. With assumptions as above, the Hopf module category MT is a 
Grothendieck category. 
Proof. Mf is clearly a preadditive category. Any Hopf morphism in Mf has kernel 
and cokemel because these exist both when the morphism is viewed as an A-module 
and as an H-comodule morphism. It is easily verified that any Hopf morphism a 
factorizes as a= /3y, where p is a kernel and y is a cokemel. Moreover, every finite 
family of Hopf modules has an obvious direct sum (or product). Consquently Mf is 
certainly an abelian category. In order to establish that MT is a Grothendieck category, 
we should check that it satisfies the condition AB5: (ciA4i) n N = xi A4i n N, and 
that it has a generator. Since AB5 holds for A-modules we only have to check that any 
intersection Mi n N is again a Hopf module. However, the latter follows from the fact 
that A4i n N is a kernel of the Hopf morphism: Mi @N - Mi + N. Hence My allows 
arbitrary direct sums. Finally, let us show that Mf has a generator. Define a Hopf 
module A @H with comodule structure stemming from the factor H and the A-module 
structure given by (x @ h)a = Cxa(o) @ ha(l). Let $ be the inverse map of p : A - 
A@H in M;, i.e., $p = 1~. Define a map q~ in M$ for any Hopf module M as 
follows: 
(A@H)@%M@AAH ZM, 
given by nw(rn@a@h) = c rn(o)$(a@S(m(~))h). It is not difficult to check that VM is a 
Hopf morphism. Furthermore, VM C(rn(o) @ 163 m(i)) = C rnc&( 1 @sS(rn(i))m(2)) = m. 
So ye is epimorphic. It follows that A @H is a generator. 0 
Note that the above proposition is generalized in [l]. The condition ‘existence of a 
total integal’ is not necessary. 
The forgetful functor U : My - Mod-A associates to M the underlying right 
A-module M_. This functor has a right adjoint fimctor F : Mod-A - Mf, which 
associates to N the Hopf module N @ H with comodule structure coming from H 
and A-module structure as follows: (n ~3 h)a = ~na(o) @ ha(l), n E N, h E H, and 
a E A. Note that F(M) = M_ 63 H is isomorphic to the Hopf module M @ H having the 
A-module structure coming from M and the comodule structure as follows: p(m @ h) = 
Cm(o) @h(l) C% h(2)rn(l). The latter is called the shifted Hopf module associated to M, 
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which is a generalization of the shifted graded module. The isomorphism M_ @ H N 
M @H is given by the following map: 
M@H-M@H, m @ h ++ Cm(0) 8 hS-‘(m(l)). 
So we see that A @ H in M: has two definitions as a Hopf module. 
Proposition 1.6. (U,F) is an adjoint pair of finctors. 
Proof. For M E Mf,N E Mod-A, we establish the following abelian group homomor- 
phisms: 
y : HomA(M,N) - M:(M,N @ H) 
given by y(f)(m) = C f(qo)) @ m(l), f E Hom&&N), and 
6 : My(M,N @H) - HomA(M,N) 
given by 6(g)(m) = (18 e)g(m), g E Mf(M,N @ H). It is routine to verify that y and 
6 are well defined and inverse to each other. 0 
Corollary 1.7. (a) If M is projective in My then M is a projective A-module. 
(b) If N is an injective A-module, then N 8 H is an injective Hopf module. 
Remark 1.8. In case H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra, then My = Mod - A#H. 
We have an induction functor - @A A#H and a coinduction functor Hom_A(A#H, - ) : 
Mod-A - M A”. In [15, Theorem 3.21 we observed that these two ftmctors are 
isomorphic. On the other hand, (U, Coind.) is again an adjoint pair of functors. By the 
uniqueness of the right adjoint of U we must have F N Coind. In the more general 
situation we did consider above, the functor F may then be viewed as a generalization 
of the coinduction functor in the finite dimensional case. 
Corollary 1.9. Suppose that H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra such that either 
H is cosemisimple or H is unimodular with an involutive antipode S, i.e., S2 = S such 
that A has a total integral. Then a Hopf module M is projective (resp. injective) in 
Mf if and only tf M_ is projective (resp. injective) in Mod - A. 
Proof. The assumption entails that A#H*/A is separable [15]. So the ‘if part’ holds. It 
only remains to show that M is injective in My implies that M is injective in Mod-A. 
But this follows easily from the isomophism 
Hom_A(N,M_) 21 HornA,e(N @1~ A#H*,M). 0 
Again consider H = kG, a group Hopf algebra with a finite group G,R a graded 
algebra of type G. A graded module M is gr-projective, resp. gr-injective if and only 
if M is R-projective, resp. R-injective. 
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2. Quotient categories of Hopf modules 
In this section H is a Hopf algebra over the field k with a bijective antipode S. A/B 
is an H-extension with a total integral rp. For M E MT, the submodules A4i such that 
(Mi)e = 0 have a sum CM, = r(M) for which (r(M))0 = 0 because the invariant 
functor (-)O is exact and preserves direct sums. r(M) is a uniquely largest Hopf 
submodule having the property that it has zero for its invariants. Since r is respected 
by any Hopf morphisms r is a subfunctor of the identity functor I on M$. Recall that 
a subfimctor r of I is a radical if r(M/r(M)) = 0 for any Hopf module M E Mf . 
The exactness of (-)O ensures that r is an idempotent radical in the Grothendieck 
category MT (see [12] or [7] for some detail on radicals, localizations, torsion theory 
or quotient categories). 
To such a radical r, we can associate a torsion theory (r,F), where the torsion 
class is r = {M E My 1 T(M) = n/i}, and F = {M E MT ( z(M) = 0} is then called 
the torsion free class in M:. Recall that a torsion theory is hereditary if the torsion 
class is closed under subobjects, and this just means the associated radical being left 
exact. We have: 
Lemma 2.1. (F-,9) is a hereditary torsion theory. 
Corollary 2.2. If M is a simple Hopf module then M is either in F or else in F. 
In case H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra, My is a module category. In this 
case, y is cogenerated by an injective torsion free module, and y is closed under 
injective envelopes. Recall that a nonempty subclass of objects of a Grothendieck 
category is called a Serre subcategory if it is closed under subobjects, quotient objects, 
and extensions, If, in addition, it is closed under arbitrary direct sums, then we say 
that it is a localizing subcategory. 
Lemma 2.3. F is a localizing subcategory of Mf4’. 
Proof. Note that A is a finitely generated projective object in My and the functor (-)O 
is isomorphic to M;(A, -). Cl 
With respect to a localizing subcategory of a Grothendieck category one can form a 
quotient category. Hence we may form the quotient category MT/F, denoted by z, 
which is defined as follows: The objects of -ti are those of MT and the morphisms 
are defined by 
z(M,N) = lim (M’,N/N’), 
M’,N’ 
where M’ CM, M/M’ E F, and N’ 2 N, N’ E y. In view of [7], -4 is also a 
Grothendieck category. We denote by X : Mf + -d, and Y : -ii% + MT the 
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canonical functors. It is well known that X is an exact functor and Y is the right 





be the natural transformations of functors X and Y. Then 4 is an isomorphism. Fur- 
thermore, if A4 E Mf41, then we have the exact sequence 
0 - ker($,) -+ M % (Y o X) --) coker($M) - 0, 
where ker($M) and coker($M) are in r. Define functors 
W : Mod-B - *, w =X0(- @B A), 
- 
V : $ ---+ Mod-B, I’ = (-)0 o Y. 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that A/B is an H-extension with a total integral. Then the 
above functors W and V define an equivalence between Mod-B and the quotient 
category @. 
Proof. For N E Mod-B, we have 
(Vow)(N) =(-),.YoXo(- &A)(N) 
= (-)ooId(N @B A) 
- 
so YOWL2 Ids. On the other hand, let A4 be in I$, we have the natural map 
PY(M) : UWo @B A - Y(M), where both ker(py(M)) and coker(py(M)) are torsion 
Hopf modules because of exactness of (-)O and Lemma 1.4. It follows that X&(M)) 
is an isomorphism, i.e., 
X(Y(M)o 8’~ A) N X 0 Y(M) 
in x. The composite map 4~ o X(~Y(M)) : A4 - M must be an isomorphim 
since 4(M) is. But it is easily seen that the latter map is nothing but the desired 
transformation W 0 V(M) -M. SO WoV%IdMH. 0 
A 
The above theorem is a generalization of the result obtained in the finite dimensional 
case in [2] (H is semisimple) and in [16] (with a trace-l element). 
Corollary 2.5. With assumptions us above, the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A/B is H-Gulois; 
(b) Any Hopf module is torsion free; 
(c) A is a generator in MT; 
(d) The functor (-)O is separable; 
(e) (-10 and - @B A define an equivalence between MT and Mod-B; 
(f) (y,F) is a perfect torsion theory (in the sense of [12]). 
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Proof. For details on separable functors we refer to [9]. The implication (e) + (d) is 
then obvious. Since any separable functor is clearly faithful, (d) implies (c). (c) + (b) 
because of MO N My(A,M) # 0 for any Hopf module A4 E Mf4. (b) + (e) follows 
from the foregoing theorem. 
(e) + (a) is really obvious since A@H is a Hopf module with invariant B-module A. 
The following proof of (a) + (e) is essentially the same as the one given in [ 11; 3.51. 
For any Hopf module M E Mf, we get an exact sequence: 
M@A@AAMMA@HHM-0, 
where q is mentioned in Proposition 1.5. Since (-)O is exact, we obtain an exact 
sequence: M t% A --+ MO - 0, which in turn yields a commutative diagram 
M@A@BA +M -0 
1 r can 
(M@A)@BA +M~@BA ho. 
It follows that can is surjective and hence MO # 0. The equivalence of (b) and (f) 
follows from the definition of perfect torsion theories. Cl 
Remark 2.6. In the above corollary, the condition (b) can be weakened to the follow- 
ing form: (b’). Any simple Hopf module is torsion free. 
In fact, in this case, if M is a simple Hopf module, then MO # 0, so that A generates 
M in Mf4’. Since any finitely generated Hopf module M in MT contains a maximal 
Hopf submodule and A is projective in MT, it follows that A generates any finitely 
generated Hopf module, and hence A is a generator in My. 
3. Induction 
As in Section 2, z(M) is the largest torsion Hopf submodule of Hopf module M. 
Since (-)O is exact, we have z(M/z(M)) = 0 for any Hopf module M. This allows us 
to revise the definition of induced Hopf modules. 
Definition 3.1. A Hopf module induced by a B-module N is not N @BA but rather its 
factor module N~BA = N @B A/z(N @B A). 
If n E N, a E A, then &a denotes the image in N@A of the element n @I a E N @ A, 
and p(n6a) = C n6$a(o) CL+ a(l). It is easy to see that n&x = nb& for all b E B, and 
N 6s A is generated by such elements as n@x, n E N, x E A. 
Lemma 3.2. For any B-module N, the canonical map N - (NG,BA)o is an isomor- 
phism in Mod-B. 
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proof. By definition of N@A, we have an exact sequence in MT : 
0-z(N&A)-Nc$A+N&A-0, 
Using the exact functor (-)o, we get an exact sequence in Mod-B: 
O-~(N@BA)o-(N&x4)0-(N&A)o-0. 
But r(N RB A)o = 0. So it follows that 
(Nc&A)~~:(N@BA)o=N 
in Mod-B. 0 
For any Hopf morphism 4 : M - N in Mf, 4 maps r(M) into r(M). Hence it 
induces a Hopf morphism 4 : M/r(M) --+ N/r(N). So the induction functor - 6~ A 
is an additive functor from Mod-B to Mf. One easily verifies that the additive functor 
- 6~ A : Mod-B - My preserves arbitrary direct sums of modules. For convenience, 
we denote M/r(M) by p. 
Proposition 3.3 (Lifting property). The following adjunction map is isomorphic for 
A4 E MT,N E Mod-B : 
Mf(N gB A@) = HomB(N,&). 
Proof. Define a map y : My(N ~‘BA,M) - HomB(N,Mo) given by q(f)(n) = 
f(ngl), which is well defined because of (a)0 ” MO. On the other hand, define 
a map 
[ : HomB(N,&) - Mf(N 6~ A,fl) 
given by [(g)(n@a) = g(n)a, which is well defined because g @A : N @B A - M is 
a Hopf morphism, and i(g) is induced by g @A. Now 
i 0 ~(f)(r&a) = q(f)(n)a = f(n6l)a = f(nC3a). 
So { o ‘1 = Id. Similarly, y o [ = Id. 13 
Remark 3.4. It is well known that the Frobenius reciprocity theorem My(N @B A,M) 2~ 
Home(N,Mo) holds for any N E Mod-B and A4 E Mf. The above proposition 
just states that Hopf morphism f in MT(N 6~A,a) is induced by some Hopf mor 
phism f in MF(N @B A,M). In other words, f can be lifted to a Hopf morphism in 
Mf’(N @B AM). 
Definition 3.5. We say that a Hopf module A4 is O-generated if M = A4oA. 
Proposition 3.6 (Universal property). Suppose that M is a O-generated Hopf module. 
For any morphism 4 E HomB(Mo,N) there is a unique Hopf morphism $ E 
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M:(M,N %B A) such that the following diagram commutes: 
M,, 5 M 
CJ 
N 
_B! N g,BA 
Proof. The natural morphism II: MO 8~ A - M is a Hopf morphism, and its ker(0) 
is a torsion Hopf submodule of MO EB A. Since M is O-generated, 0 is an cpimorphism. 
It follows that the statements hold if and only if there is a unique Hopf morphim iL : 
MO OCR A - N 2~ A such that i(ker(0)) = 0, and the following diagram commutes: 





N -x! N&A 
It is obvious that there exists exactly one Hopf morphism i in MT such that the above 
diagram commutes. It is the composite map 
i:MO XBA’zN XsA + NC&A. 
Now it remains to show that ker(U) C kcr(i). This is true because ker(0) C t(Mo ~GH A) 
& ker(i.) since N$$jj A is torsion free. Cl 
Corollary 3.7. For any O-generated Hopf module M, MY get an aheliun group iso- 
morphism.. 
Homs(Mo, N) rr My(M, N :C?LI A) 
gicen hi, C#J ++ ti as in Proposition 3.6, and the incerse is the restriction in ciew of 
Lemma 3.2. 
Proposition 3.8. For any O-generated Hopf’ Module M, fl 2 MO 2.8 A. 
Proof. Firstly, we suppose that M is torsion free, ic, z(M) = 0. By Proposition 3.6, 
there is a unique Hopf morphism $ such that the following diagram commutes: 
C 
MO---t M 
I 1 V 
M,, 2 MO ,& A 
On the other hand, since M is torsion free, the following diagram is commutative by 
the lifting property 
Mu -8! M~&~A 
I 1 11 
C 
M,,q M 
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Combining the foregoing two commutative diagrams, we get a Hopf morphism 9 o $ 
that restricts to the identity on MO. It follows that 6’ o $ is the identity map since A4 
is O-generated. In this case $ must be injective. However, by constraction of $ in 
proposition 3.6, II/ is surjective and hence an isomorphism. 
For an arbitray O-generated Hopf module M, p = M/r(M) is torsion free and O- 
generated too. By the above argument, we obtain that I%? N &?c 6s A N MO 6’~ A. 0 
Corollary 3.9. For the O-generated Hopf module M, End&&, g End:(M). In parti- 
cular, EndsN ” Endf(N 6s A) for any B-module N. 
Theorem 3.10. Denote by MO the full subcategory of all O-generated Hopf modules 
which are z-torsion free. Then the functors (-)O and - 6’~ A form an equivalence 
between MO and Mod-B. 
Remark 3.11. (a) Comparing the foregoing theorem to Theorem 2.4, we arrive at 
an equivalence between the quotient Hopf module category z and the full Hopf 
subcategory MO. 
(b) Theorem 3.10 shows that A/B is H-Galois if and only if any Hopf module is 
O-generated. 
4. Simple Hopf modules 
In this section, we discuss the relation between simple Hopf modules and simple 
B-modules for a fixed H-extension A/B which has a total integral cp. Let G(H) be the 
group of group-like elements in H. There is a group action of G(H) as automorphisms 
on the Hopf module category Mf;’ as follows: for u E G(H), M E Mf, Mu = M as 
underlying A-module, and the comodule structure is given by p(m) = Cm(c) @ am(i). 
To each element o E G(H), we associate an equivalent functor 
(-)” : Mf - MT, A4 w M”, 
which has inverse (-)“-I . We also associate a a-invariant functor 
(-)0 : M; - Mod -B, Mt+M~={mEM~p(m)=m@a}. 
When u = 1, (-)0 is the usual invariant functor (-)o. It is easy to see (-)g N 
Mf(A’, -). Since A is projective in My, each A”, cr E G(H), is also projective in 
MT and hence (-)g is exact. Therefore, the semi-invariant fi.mctor 
Y(-) : My - Y(A) - gr, M-Y(M) = @ M,, 
&G(H) 
is exact. On the other hand, there is an induction functor, 
- @Y(A) A : Y(A) - gr - M AH, N -N @Y(A) 4 
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where the comodule structure of NcQ~(A)A comes from both N and A, i.e., p(nO@u) = 
En, @ a(o) 8 pa, and the A-module structure is just the obvious one. Moreover, 
(- @Y(A) A, y(-)) is an adjoint pair of functors. Now some modification of the proof 
of Lemma 1.4 yields the following result: 
Lemma 4.1. (a) For any B-modzde N, (N @B A”)b g N; (b) For uny Y(A)-graded 
module M, Y(M @Y(A) A) z M in Y(A)-gr. 
Proof. (a) is easy to check. We only give the proof of (b). Define the o-trace map 
T,:A-A C, given by T,,(u) = Cu(o)cp(S(o-‘u(l))), where cp is the total integral. It 
is easy to verify that T,, is well defined for any CT E G(H). Let 
v:M-Y(A4 BYCA)A), m~m@l 
be the canonical map of graded Y(A)-modules. We establish its inverse map 4 as 
follows: 
5 : y@f @Y(A) A) - M 5 (C mi @ Ui) = C C mi,pTp-lo(ai), 
i PEG(H) 
where c mi @ ai E Y(M @Y(A) A),. NOW 
~v(m)=~(mCGl)= c m,T,-l,(l)= c m,=m. 
PEW0 wXW) 
For C mi C% ai E Y(M BUY A),, we have 
vt (Emi @Q) =C C mi,,T,-l.(ai) @ 1 
i PEG(H) 
= 71 ‘T;: mi,p @ ui(0)d4S(~-‘Pi(l))> 
=c mi @ Uicp(S(rJ-'CT. 1)) 
where, the last but one equality holds since 
’ (C mi @ ui) = X 7; mi,p @ ui(O) CC pUi( 1) = C mi @ Ui g (T, 
i P 
It implies that v is an isomophism. 0 
Lemma 4.2. (a) Any simple torsion free Hopf module is O-generated. 
(b) If M, # 0, CJ E G(H), then the simple Hopf module M is isomorphic to 
(M,c~~A)~ in MT. 
Proof. (a) A4 is torsion free forces MO # 0. MaA is a nonzero Hopf submodule of A4. 
It follows that A4 = A4oA is O-generated. 
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(b) It is easy to see (Mu-‘)c = A4,,. Because of (a) and Proposition 3.8, we get 
MO-’ 2: A4, 6Jis A. It follows that A4 2: (Ma-l)u N (A&, &)BA)O. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let M be a simple Hopf module in Mf. 
(a) Y(M) is either a simple Y(A)-graded module or zero. 
(b) M, is either zero or a simple B-module for any IS E G(H). 
Proof. (a) Suppose Y(M) # 0. Take any nonzero graded submodule N of Y(M). 
Since (- ~9~~) A, Y(-)) is an adjoint pair of functors, we obtain the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
N 3 N @Y(A) A 
1 1 
0 
Y(M) % M 
where 8 is the natural map. Now the simplicity of M entails that 0 is an epimorphism. 
Using the exact functor Y(-) and Lemma 4.2 we obtain an exact sequence: N -+ 
Y(M) - 0. It follows that Y(M) = B(N ~3 1) = N. Therefore, Y(M) is a simple 
graded module. (b) Substituting (-)c for Y(-), we obtain (b). q 
Lemma 4.4. If N is a simple B-module, then N 6~ A is a torsion free simple Hopf 
module. 
proof. Suppose K is a nonzero Hopf submodule of N @B A and properly contains the 
torsion submodule r(N @B A). Then KO # 0. But Ko C(N @B A)o = N @ 1. this implies 
K. = N @ 1. It follows that N @B A = (N 63 l)A = KoA C K; So K = N @B A. This 
means N &B A = N @B A/z(N @B A) is simple. 0 
Denote by Sim(A,H) (resp. SSim(A,H)) the full, weakly additive (resp. full addi- 
tive) subcategory of Mf consisting of all torsion free simple (resp. semisimple) Hopf 
modules, and Sim(B)(resp. SSim(B)) the full weakly additive (resp. full additive) sub- 
category of Mod-B having for its objects all simple (resp. semisimple) B-modules. 
Combining the above two lemmas and Proposition 4.3, we obtain the following equiv- 
alence: 
Theorem 4.5. The restriction functor (-)O and the induction functor - &BA form 
an equivalence between subcategory Sim(A, H)(resp. SSim(A, H)) and subcategory 
Sim(B)(resp. SSim(B)). 
When H is a finite Hopf algebra, we may establish 
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that H is a jinite dimensional Hopf algebra, and M is a 
simple A-module. There exists a simple Hopf module C containing M. 
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Proof. Using the ftmctor F as in Proposition 1.6, we obtain a Hopf module F(M) = 
M @ H. Let t be the right integral of H. We claim that M @ H as a Hopf module 
is generated by h4 @ t. In fact, we have the Hopf isomorphism t @ H* N H via 
t - h* = Ch*(t(l))t(2) since H is finite. Thus (M @ t) - H* = M @H, i.e., M @ t 
generates A4 @H. Now M ~3 H is a finitely generated Hopf module since M is finitely 
generated A-module. There exists a maximal Hopf submodule N such that A4 @ H/N is 
a simple Hopf module. The composition map 6 o rc : M --f A4 @I H - M @ H/N = Z 
is clearly an A-module map. Since 6(M) is not contained in N in view of the above 
claim, the simplicity of M entails that 6 o n must be injective. 0 
5. Stable Clifford theory 
Fix an H-Galois extension A/B with a total integral q. A Hopf module M is said 
to be weakly H-stable if F(M) = M @H is a direct summand of some direct sum of 
copies of M in Mf41, denoted by F(M) < M. In case H = kG, the weakly H-stability 
is nothing but the weakly G-invariance. Note that A/B is strictly Galois. Each Hopf 
module M is induced by its invariant B-module MO, i.e., M ? MO @B A. So M is 
weakly H-stable if and only if M < MO as B-modules since F(M) g M @B A in 
Mf4’. In this situation, The weakly H-stability is weaker than the H-stability defined in 
[ 111. Let M be a Hopf module in Mf4. Recall from [ 161 that the endomorphism ring 
extension EndA(M)/My(M) is an H-Galois extension if and only if M is a weakly 
H-stable Hopf module in case H is a unimodular Hopf algebra. In this section, we 
develop a stable Clifford theory which generalizes the classical stable Clifford theory 
for graded modules [4]. Throughout this section we fix a simple Hopf module C which 
is weakly H-stable. The existence of the latter is ensured by the classical case. 
Lemma 5.1. C is torsion free, and semisimple as B-module which is (C)o-primary, 
i.e., a direct sum of copies of (C)O. 
Proof. Since C is irreducible, there is a set I such that C@H N CC’) in MT. It follows 
that 
C e (C @ H). N (C(‘)). pv (co)(‘) 
since (-)O is exact and commutes with direct sums. 0 
Define a subcategory of Mod-A, say Mod(AIZ) as follows: Mod(A]C) = {M E 
Mod-A such that there exists an A-linear epimorphism $J, a set I and C(I) --% M - 
0). This is a full additive subcategory of Mod-A. In fact, it is a Grothendieck category 
with a generator C, and having all objects being B-semisimple. 
Lemma 5.2. Mod(AJC) is an abelian category. 
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Proof. We show that Mod(AIC) coincides with the category Mod(AJCa) = (A4 E 
Mod-A ( A4 is Co-primary as B-module}. The latter is clearly an abelian subcategory of 
Mod-A. It is easy to see that any object in Mod(A/Z) is in Mod(A(&). Conversely, 
given an object A4 E Mod(AI&), then M N Cr’ as B-modules for some set I. Take 
any irreducible B-submodule N g A4 such that N is isomorphic to CO by definition of 
M. There is a B-isomorphism $ : & - N c M. Since c 2: & @B A naturally, $ can 
be extended to an A-morphism 4 : C - hf. It follows that 
N = $(Zo) C I+@) = $(&)A = NA CM. 
Now M is &-primary as B-module. This entails that M = HomA(Z,J4)C, which is 
equivalent to M being in Mod(AIZ). Therfore, Mod(AIC) is an abelian subcategory. 0 
Lemma 5.3. C is a jinitely generated projective object in Mod(AIC). 
Proof. For any exact sequence M A N - 0 in Mod(AIC) and morphism 4 : 
C --+ N, we look for a morphism II/ : C - M such that 6 o $ = 4. Let 4 restrict 
to & which is a B-monomorphism. Since h4, N are B-semisimple, 6 splits as a B- 
homomophism. Thus 4lz, can be extended to a B-morphism $’ : CO - A4 such that 
6 o II/’ = $1~~. Now $’ can be extended to an A-morphism $ : Z N CO 8~ A -+ M, 
which is the desired one since C is generated by CO as an A-module. It follows that 
Z is projective in Mod(AIC). 0 
The Cifford theory with respect to the simple Hopf module Z may be stated as 
follows. Let E denote the endomorphism ring EndA( 
Theorem 5.4. The category Mod(AJC) is a Grothendieck category with a smallpro- 
jective generator Z. The jiunctors HomA(C, -) and - @E C define an equivalence 
between Mod(AlC) and module category Mod-E. 
Remark 5.5. As stated in the beginning of this section, in case H is a finite Hopf 
algebra the endomorphism ring EndA is an H-Galois extension of the division alge- 
bra Es = M:(C) = EndB(&). We may expect that in the situation of Theorem 5.4, 
E is an H-Galois extension of Eo. 
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